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Editor's Note: Be sure to check out my blog at michaelbissell.com/blog-- maybe not as funny as
the 5,000+ jokes here, but I ramble about life, technology and other. Dirty Limericks. Dirty
Limericks are the best kind of limericks and the most popular! Here you will find the nasty and
sexual limericks that we can't show on the main.
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webmaster@loonies.zzn.com / revised November 1998. 13-2-2016 · Ingevoegde video · Bart
Flynn reads from the Dirty Limericks book. -Video Upload powered by
https://www.TunesToTube.com
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old hag Each damn day she was on. Get kicked out of more pubs than usual while reciting our
stunningly rude limericks to your buddies. Read line after line of hideously crass limerick lyrics
that will.
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